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An easy catalogue of the iron age coins of Britain
– the coins of the Pritani (c.150 BC-c.AD 45) – compiled by
Elizabeth Cottam, Philip de Jersey, Chris Rudd and John Sills
from the 45,000 Pritanic coins recorded by the Celtic Coin Index
at the Institute of Archaeology, University of Oxford

Chris Rudd

A big British catalogue with
2000 twice-size coin photos
“A great book” says Professor Sir Barry Cunliffe

Never before have so many Ancient British coins been so easy to identify, so
easy to study, so easy to enjoy. ABC catalogues 999 iron age coins, including
418 new types not shown by Van Arsdell in 1989. ABC describes and dates
them, gives up to six references for each, estimates their rarity and shows
every coin twice actual size, so that its distinctive differences can be seen at a
glance. ABC took ten years to produce, has 256 fact-packed pages and
contains 4000 superb coin photos, plus 500 other illustrations,
diagrams, tables and maps.

ABC reviews and revises tribal groups that issued
coins, introduces new groups, identifies main centres
and suggests mint sites.

ABC 2012

Every coin in ABC has its own name and is shown twice size,
like this Cotswold Cock silver unit of the Dobunni. “Superb
illustrations” says Robert Van Arsdell.

ABC is a picture book, not a lecture book. “ABC is a remarkable
achievement” says Prof. Miranda Aldhouse-Green. “It manages
to combine scholarship and accessible information in a volume
whose every page is interesting and whose writing style makes it
fun to use.” ABC is a large hardback book (30 x 20 cm), light in
style, heavy in weight (1.5 kgs) - “an indispensable aid to anyone
wanting to identify British iron age coins” says Prof. Colin
Haselgrove - worth every penny of its £75 plus postage. Buy ABC
direct from Chris Rudd. For more information visit:

www.celticcoins.com
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Silver unit of Esuprasto,
husband of Boudica?

ABC reveals intriguing insights into 70 rulers, some
previously unknown. Gold stater of Tasciovanos ‘killer
of badgers’ seen here in chain-mail armour.

To: SANDRA MATTHEWS, CHRIS RUDD LTD, PO BOX 1500, NORWICH NR10 5WS.
Tel 01263 735 707 Email sandra@celticcoins.com

Yes please, Sandra! Send me your big, easy-to-use, fully-illustrated catalogue Ancient British Coins which has
2000 twice-size coin photos, which includes 418 new types never seen in a single book before and which will
cost me £75 + £10 p&p, UK only
£17 Europe
£30 USA/Canada
£32 rest of world, airmail
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Postage is high because ABC is heavy - a large (A4 size) reference book printed on premium
quality paper and robustly bound in strong board covers to withstand many years of use.

Iwish to pay by credit/debit card - please
contact me for my details.
I enclose a cheque for £
payable to Chris Rudd Ltd
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